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Main Techniques The key tool in our algorithms is the following. Consider thecase in which we are given a collection of weighted graphsHi called compressions,where distinct Hi may only share vertices in G. The candidate weighted graphsG0 for the compression problem described above are obtained by selecting someof the compressions Hi, taking their union, and adding some edges from G itself.We show that if some such G0 achieves a compression ratio k, then we can �ndone such G0 achieving compression ratio at least k= logk.Suppose we are given a graph G in that has unit edge weights. We show thatwe achieve the best compression by replacing cliques by stars | the vertices ofeach replaced clique become the leaves of a star whose center is a new vertex,and each edge has weight 1=2. In general, it is hard to select an appropriatecollection of stars Hi to which to apply the compression algorithm. We showthat this can be done if G satis�es certain degree constraints. We also study thecase where G is weighted and sparse, and the Hi are trees.Summary of Results The unit weight problem varies in hardness depending onwhether we consider very special optima and solutions or more general ones. Wesummarize the results that we have obtained. At one end of the spectrum, whenwe consider the compression of a single clique, we obtain constant factor positiveand negative approximation results. At the other end of the spectrum, where weare considering the compression of an arbitrary number of cliques that intersectarbitrarily, we cannot hope to obtain approximation algorithms, since the prob-lem is essentially as hard to approximate as graph coloring and maximumclique.Three intermediate levels exhibit intermediate hardness in approximation: Withrespect to an optimum that compresses arbitrarily many disjoint cliques, the ap-proximation factor achieved is the logarithmof the optimumcompression; for thecompression of two cliques that are not necessarily disjoint, the approximationfactor achieved is the square root of the optimum compression; and with respectto an optimum that compresses arbitrarily many cliques that are not necessarilydisjoint but where each clique compressed meets only a constant number of theother cliques compressed, the approximation factor achieved exceeds the squareroot of the optimum compression by a logarithm. Thus �ve levels of generalityin the problem give �ve levels of hardness of approximation.We describe the results in more detail now. In the unit weight case, we lookfor algorithms that perform well relative to an optimal solution in which thecliques corresponding to the Hi share no vertices. For the problem of �nding asingle clique, we give a linear-time 2-approximate algorithm, and show that theproblem is as hard to approximate as vertex cover, hence hard to approximatewithin 7=6 by the result of H�astad [15] and within 1:3606 by the result of Dinurand Safra [8]. More generally, if some r disjoint cliques achieve compression ratiok, then we can �nd n cliques such that some r of them achieve compression ratioat least k=3. The earlier algorithmapplied to these n cliques achieves compressionat least k=(3 logk).The problem where the cliques for the optimal choice ofHi may share verticesis harder to approximate. If compressing two cliques achieves ratio k, then we can�nd two cliques that give compressionpk=4. We look for algorithms that perform



well relative to an optimal solution in which each clique compressed meets atmost r of the other cliques compressed; call such a solution an r-sparse solution.If an r-sparse solution with r constant achieves compression ratio k, then we�nd a solution achieving compression at least pk=c logk, where c depends on r.We then consider a related problem, where G is bipartite, and the starsHi must have leaves forming a complete bipartite subgraph of G. Feder andMotwani [10] considered this problem for dense graphs and achieve compressionfactor logn= log (n2=m) on graphs with n vertices and m edges. The case ofa single star Hi again has a 2-approximation algorithm, this time based onparametric ows. Here also, if disjoint stars achieve compression k, then we �nda collection of stars containing a subset achieving ratio k=3, and we can then �nda subset achieving ratio k=(3 logk). With respect to an optimal r-sparse solutionwith r constant, we also get an algorithm with compression at least pk=(c logk)in the bipartite case.Finally, we show that the unit weight compression problem is hard to ap-proximate within a factor n 12�� on instances with optimum compression at mostn 12 for any constant � > 0 unless NP=ZPP, and for � = 1=(logn) for someconstant  > 0 unless NP � ZPTIME(2(logn)O(1)).Related Work. In 1964, Hakimi and Yau [14] de�ned the optimal realizationof a distance matrix | a graph that preserves shortest-path distances whileminimizing the total sum of edge weights. They give a solution in the case wherethe optimal realization is a tree. Since then, there has been substantial work onthis problem [4, 9, 17, 18], and Althofer [1] has established the NP-hardness of�nding the optimal realization if the matrix entries are integral. Chung et al. [6]give an algorithm to �nd a graph that is approximately optimal in the abovesense, and in which the shortest-path distances are no shorter than in the givendistance matrix.Under the model of Arya et al. [2], Das et al. [7], and Rao and Smith [19],the vertices are points in Euclidean space, and the goal is to �nd spanners |subgraphs of the complete Euclidean graph that approximately preserve short-est path distances and have approximately minimal total weight (i.e., the sumof weights of edges in the subgraph). In a similar vein, Gupta [13] shows thatsome vertices can be removed with only constant distortion to distances on theremaining vertex set. Other related work includes that of Bartal [3], who intro-duces the idea of probabilistically approximating metric spaces by distributionsover sets of other metric spaces, and of Charikar et al. [5], who derandomize thisalgorithm.2 Generic Compression AlgorithmA weighted graph is a graph G with a positive weight on each edge. The distanced(x; y) between two vertices x; y in G is the minimum over all paths p from xto y in G of the sum of the weights on p. If for three distinct vertices x; y; z wehave d(x; y) = d(x; z) + d(z; y), then the edge (x; y) is redundant and can beremoved from the graph. If G is initially a complete graph on n vertices, and G0



is obtained from G by removing redundant edges so that G0 has only m edges,then we can obtain G0 from G in O(n(m+ n logn)) time.A compression for G is a weighted graph H such that V = V (G) \ V (H)is nonempty, with dH(x; y) � dG(x; y) for all x; y in V , and such that H doesnot have an edge (x; y) with both x; y in V . We say that G0 is the weightedgraph obtained by applying compression H to G if G0 is obtained from G[H byremoving all edges (x; y) in G with both x; y in V such that dH(x; y) = dG(x; y).Let C be a set of compressions for G. We can obtain a weighted graph G0 bysuccessively applying each of the compressions in C, starting with G. We saythat C compresses m to m=k if jE(G)j = m and jE(G0)j = m=k. We also saythat C has compression factor k.Suppose we are given a set C of candidate compressions, and suppose thatsome subset of C has compression factor k. Theorem 1 establishes that we can�nd a subset of C with compression factor at least k=(1 + log k). The next stepis to determine which weighted graphs H should be used as compressions. Wefocus on the unit weight case, where every edge of G has weight 1. Theorem 2shows that we can assume without loss of generality that H is a star with edgesof weight 1=2 whose leaves form a clique in G.Theorem 1 Assume G has arbitrary weights, and let C be a given set of candi-date compressions. Suppose that some subset of C compresses m to m=k. Thenwe can �nd in polynomial time a subset of C that compresses m to at mostmk (1 + logk).Proof Sketch: Each compression Hi we apply replaces �ipi edges with pi newedges, for some �i > 1. 1 Let r be the number of edges from G that we do notreplace in this way. Then the original graph G has r+Pi �ipi = m edges, whilethe graph G0 obtained by applying the compressions Hi has r +Pi pi = m0edges.The algorithm is greedy: Repeatedly select the compression Hi with �i > 1largest. De�ne the compression factor of an edge e in G to be the value s(e) =1=�i when the algorithm uses a compression Hi to replace �ipi edges includinge with just pi edges; let s(e) = 1 otherwise. In the end, the number of edges inG0 will be Pe2E s(e).When s > m=k edges remain that have not been removed by applying acompression, since the optimal solution compresses them to at most m=k edges,the compression factor for the edges replaced when the next Hi is applied bythe algorithm is at most m=(ks). Therefore Pe s(e) � mk + Pmk <s�m mks =mk (1 +Hm �Hmk ) � mk (1 + logk): utThe following theorem implies that the question, \Can we reduce the numberof edges by p by adding a new vertex?" is NP-complete.Theorem 2 In the unit weight case, one can assume without loss of generalitythat each compression H used is a star with edges of weight 1=2 whose leavesform a clique in G.1 Note that if we use two compressions Hi and Hj that would both replace a commonedge e, and we apply Hi �rst, then we will credit only Hi for the replacement of e.



Proof Sketch: Let H be a compression for G. Suppose H has an edge (x0; y)with x0 in G and dH(x0; y) < 1=2. Then there is no vertex x 6= x0 in V (G)\V (H)such that dH(x; y) � 1=2; otherwise we would have dG(x0; x) � dH (x0; x) < 1.Consequently, if dH(x0; y)+dH(x00; y) = 1 for some x0; x00 in G, such that the edge(x0; x00) can be removed from G, then one of x0; x00 must be x0. We can obtain asmallerH 0 by removing y and its incident edges (y; y0) fromH and adding edges(x0; y0) for each such y0 6= x0, with dH0(x0; y0) = dH(x0; y) + dH(y; y0).Therefore, we can assume that if H has an edge (x; y) with x in G, thendH(x; y) � 1=2. An edge (x0; x00) in G can thus only be removed if x0 and x00have a common neighbor y in H (y 62 V ) with dH(x; y) = dH(x0; y) = 1=2. Thatis, the compression H is a union of stars with edges of weight 1=2 whose leavesform a clique in G. ut3 Compression and the Disjoint OptimumWe continue to assume our graph G has unit weights. We have seen that inthis case we can assume that each compression corresponds to a clique in G.It remains to determine which cliques should be chosen for compression. Weconsider here a comparision with a compression that compresses either a singleclique or disjoint cliques.Theorem 3 In the unit weight case, compression by selecting a single clique hasa 2-approximation algorithm that runs in O(m) time.Proof Sketch:We consider the unit weight case with a single additional vertex,and give a 2-approximation algorithm. If the maximumclique has size k, then theoptimal compression is fromm to m+ k � �k2� = ��k2�. With no compression, wehave m � (�+ 1)�k2� edges, for an approximation factor of (�+1)=� = 1+1=�,giving the result for � � 1. We now focus on the case � < 1.We repeatedly remove vertices of degree at most k�2, until every vertex hasdegree at least k � 1. There are m � �k2� = ��k2� � k edges not in the clique ofsize k. If there are v vertices not in the clique, then the number of edges not inthe clique is at least (k� 1)v=2, which gives v � �(k� 1). The number of edgesnot in the clique is also at least (k � 1)v � �v2�. The inequality (k � 1)v � �v2� ���k2� � k yields v � (k � 1) + 12 �q((1� �)(k � 1)2 + (3� �)(k � 1) + 9=4);which implies v � (1�p1� �)(k � 1). The v vertices form a vertex cover inthe complement graph. Since vertex cover has a 2-approximation algorithm bymeans of a maximal matching, we can obtain a vertex cover with at most 2vvertices, and the vertices not in the vertex cover give a clique in the original graphwith l � k � v vertices. Compressing this clique, the resulting number of edgesis m+ l � � l2� = (�+ 1)�k2�� k + l � � l2� � (�+ 1)�k2�� �l2� � 2��k2�. This lastinequality follows from the equivalent inequality � l2� � (1� �)�k2�, since l � 1 �p1� �(k � 1) and l � p1� �(k).The algorithm is as follows:



1. Find a sequence of graphs Gt, where G1 = G, and if vt is a vertex of minimumdegree dt in Gt, then Gt+1 = Gt n fvtg is obtained by removing vt and itsincident edges from Gt.2. Find a maximal matching Mt in the complement graph Gt for each t. Amaximal matching Mt in Gt can be obtained from a maximal matchingMt+1 in Gt+1 by letting Mt = Mt+1 [ f(vt; u)g if vt has a neighbor u in Gtsuch that u is not in an edge of Mt+1; otherwise Mt = Mt+1.3. The vertices in Gt not incident to an edge ofMt form a clique Qt | compressthe largest such clique Qt. utTheorem 4 If compression by selecting a single clique has an �-approximationalgorithm with � < 2, then vertex cover has an (�+ �)-approximation algorithmfor all � > 0.Proof Sketch: Let G be an instance of vertex cover with n vertices and mini-mumvertex cover of size b. We can assume b > 1=�, since otherwise the minimumvertex cover can be found by considering all subsets of size b. Let G0 be the graphon N vertices obtained by adding at least n=� vertices to G, with no new edges.Consider the complement graph G0 as an instance of the single clique prob-lem. The maximumclique in G0 has size N�b, and after compressing this cliquewe have OPT � N (b+ 1) edges in the compressed graph.Use the �-approximation algorithm to �nd a solution that compresses a cliqueof size N � a, thus giving a vertex cover of size a in the original graph. We have�OPT � SOL � (N � a� 1)(a� b) + OPT; implying that (N � a� 1)(a� b) �(�� 1)OPT � (�� 1)N (b+1): This gives (N � a)a � �N (b+1), implying thata � 1+ 1b1� aN �b � 1+�1���b � (1 + 3�)�b: We have an � + �0 approximation if we let� = �0=(3�). utTheorem 5 In the unit weight case, suppose r disjoint cliques compress m tom=k. Then we can �nd n cliques such that some r of them compress m to atmost 3m=k.Proof Sketch: Consider the r disjoint cliques Qi of size qi. Let di + qi � 1 bethe minimumdegree of a vertex in Qi. Then there are at least diqi edges comingout of Qi so mk �Pi diqi2 . If di � qi, then not compressing Qi costs at most�qi2 � � diqi2 extra edges. Suppose next di < qi. Let vi be a vertex of degreedi + qi � 1 in Qi. Let Gi be the graph induced by vi and its neighbors. Thecomplement graph Gi has a vertex cover of size di consisting of the di verticesnot in Qi. We can �nd a maximal matching Mi on Gi. The matching Mi willhave at most di edges, and involve at most di vertices in Qi. The vertices of Ginot incident to an edge of Mi give a clique Ri that has at least qi � di verticesin Qi. Compressing Ri leaves at most di(qi � 1) edges of Qi not compressed.Furthermore Ri has at most di more vertices than Qi, so the total extra cost isat most di(qi � 1) + di � diqi extra edges. The total extra cost for the entiregraph is therefore at mostPi diqi � 2m=k extra edges. utThe next result follows immediately from Theorems 1 and 5.



Theorem 6 In the unit weight case, suppose r disjoint cliques compress m tom=k. Then we can �nd a compression from m to at most 3m=k(1 + log (k=3)).4 Compression and the NonDisjoint OptimumIt is more di�cult to obtain algorithms that perform as well with respect to theoptimum which can compress cliques that are not necessarily disjoint.Theorem 7 In the unit weight case, suppose two (not necessarily disjoint) cliquescompress m to m=k. Then we can �nd two cliques that compress m to at most4m=pk.Proof Sketch: Suppose the two cliques Q1 and Q2 have a vertices in common,and are of size a+ b1 and a+ b2 respectively, with b2 � b1. Let r be the numberof edges not in the two cliques, and write r = d1b1 = d2b2.Suppose �rst d2 � b2. Then d1 � b1 as well. For i = 1; 2; some vertex vi outof the bi vertices in clique Qi but not in the other clique has at most di edgesincident to vi and not in Qi.As in the proof of Theorem 5, we can �nd a clique Ri contained in the graphinduced by vi and its neighbors, so that when we compress it, the extra numberof edges is at most di(a + bi). The total number of edges after both R1 and R2are compressed is thus at most mk + d1(a + b1) + d2(a + b2) � 3mk + 2d2a with(d2a)2 = d22a2 � r(2m) � 2m2k ; so that d2a � p2mpk : Suppose next d2 > b2. If weonly compress Q1, the total number of edges resulting is at most mk +b2(a+b2) �2mk + b2a with (b2a)2 = b22a2 � r(2m) � 2m2k ; so that b2a � p2mpk . We can �nda 2-approximation to compressing Q1 by Theorem 3.In both cases, the bound is at most 4mk + 2p2mpk = (2p2 + 4pk ) mpk :If k � 16, then the m original edges give a 4m=pk bound; if k � 16 then theabove bound is at most (2p2 + 1)m=pk and the result follows. utConsider a solution involving some l compressed cliques Hi, such that eachHi intersects at most r other Hi, for constant r. Suppose this solution hascompression factor k. We de�ne sectors so that two vertices are in the samesector if and only if the set of Hi to which they belong is same. The number ofsectors within a clique Hi is at most s for some s � 2r . We de�ne an associatedgraph whose vertices are the sectors Sj ; two sectors are adjacent if they belongto the same clique Hi for some i. The max-degree in the associated graph isd � rs.Theorem 8 There is a constant c such that we can �nd a collection of at mostnbd=2c+1 cliques containing a subcollection of at most ls2 cliques that achievecompression factor at least pk=(cd4).Proof Sketch: Consider two adjacent sectors S1 and S2, and allow S1 = S2.Consider the sector S3 adjacent to both S1 and S2 that has the largest number vof vertices in it; we allow S3 to be S1 or S2 as well. Suppose the number of edges



joining S1 to S2 is at most v2=pk. We charge these edges to the v2=2 edges ofS3. The sector S3 will be so charged at most d2 times, so the total charge is atmost md2=pk.Conversely, suppose the number of edges joining S1 to S2 is at least v2=pk.Then both S1 and S2 have at least v=pk vertices. Let Q be a maximal cliquein the associated graph containing S1; S2; S3, such that each sector in Q has atleast v=pk vertices. For each sector Si in Q, let ui be the vertex in Si that hasthe smallest number ti of edges incident to it going to vertices in sectors Sj suchthat Si and Sj are not adjacent. Let H be the induced subgraph whose verticesare all the vertices w that are either equal to some ui or adjacent to all ui.We can �nd a single clique that gives a 2-approximation inH as in Theorem 5.The bound on the number of edges of Q not compressed plus the number ofadditional edges in the compression is fq, where f is the number of vertices inH that are not in Q, and q is the size of Q. We bound f and q. Clearly q � dv.There are at most d sectors adjacent to all sectors in Q but not in Q, and eachsuch sector has at most v=pk vertices, for a total of dv=pk vertices. Multiplyingthis quantity by q gives at most d2v2=pk edges, which can be charged again tothe v2=2 edges of S3. The sector S3 will be so charged at most d2 times, so thetotal charge is at most md4=pk.The remaining t vertices have at least one neighbor ui such that their edge toui is not compressed in the optimum. Thus, t � dti for some d; multiplying thisquantity by q gives at most d2vti edges, which can be charged to the vpk ti edgesnot compressed coming out of Si. Again Si will be charged at most d2 times,for a total charge of d4pk per edge not compressed in the optimum. Since thenumber of edges not compressed in the optimum is at most mk , the total chargeis at most md4pk .Finally, each vertex is involved in at most d2 cliques Q, giving at mostnd2 � md2k new edges.The algorithm is thus as follows: For each choice of at most d vertices uiforming a clique, �nd a single clique in the graph of the common neighbors ofthe ui as in Theorem 5. We can reduce the number of chosen vertices to bd=2c+1as follows. Either Q has at most this many sectors, or the number of sectors notin Q adjacent to a chosen sector in Q is at most dd=2e � 1. We will need tochoose at most dd=2e�1 extra sectors in Q to rule out the neighbor sectors thatare not common neighbors of all sectors in Q, for a total of dd=2e � bd=2c+ 1chosen vertices. utTheorem 9 follows immediately from Theorems 1 and 8.Theorem 9 We can �nd a collection of cliques achieving compression factorpk=(cd4 log k).In general, it is not possible to �nd all the cliques and apply the genericcompression algorithm. However, this can be done if all vertices have degreeO(logn), or for slighly smaller cliques in a graph of a slighly larger degree. Weconsider again the sequence of graphs Gt, where G1 = G, and if vt is a vertexof minimum degree dt in Gt, then Gt+1 = Gt n fvtg is obtained by removing vt



and its incident edges from Gt. Every clique in G is a clique containing vt in Gtfor some t.Theorem 10 If vt has degree dt � ft logn in Gt, then we can �nd the polyno-mially many cliques containing vt in Gt of size O(logn= logft). These are allthe cliques if dt is O(logn).In the weighted case, for a vertex v and a constant c, we denote by N c(v)the set of vertices joined by a path with at most c edges to v in G. A goodcompression H has all its vertices from G inside N c(v) for some v.Theorem 11 In the weighted case, there are polynomially many good compres-sions by trees of size O(logn= log logn) in a graph of maximum degree O(logd n),and these can be found in poly-time.5 Bipartite CompressionConsider the following situation. We have identi�ed two cliques R1; R2 to becompressed, and every additional clique Q that we may compress has verticesin either R1 or R2. We may assume V (R1) \ V (R2) = ; and V (R1) [ V (R2) =V (G). Then G0 = G n (R1 [ R2) is a bipartite graph G0 = (V (R1); V (R2); E).Compressing a clique Q in G corresponds to compressing a complete bipartitesubgraph of G0, which we refer to as a bi-clique.We consider here the case where G0 has a collection of r bi-cliques sharing novertices giving a compression factor k, and obtain three results analogous to thethree results in Section 3. We consider then the optimum where every bi-cliquecompressed meets at most a constant number of the other bi-cliques compressed,and has compression k. We obtain results analogous to those in Section 4.Theorem 12 Compression by a single bi-clique has a 2-approximation algo-rithm.Proof Sketch: Suppose the optimal bi-clique Q has q1 vertices in R1 and q2vertices in R2. The optimal compression is thus from m to m + q1 + q2 � q1q2.Let v1 be a vertex in Q\R1 of minimumdegree q2+d2, and let v2 be a vertex inQ\R2 of minimumdegree q1+d1. The number of edges not compressed incidentto Q is at least s = q1d2 + q2d1. Let Ĝ be the subgraph induced by the q1 + d1neighbors of v2 and the q2 + d2 neighbors of v1.We consider �rst the case where q1 = q2 = q. Find a maximal matching Min the bipartite complement of Ĝ. The veritces not in M form a bi-clique T inĜ. Note that M has at most d2 vertices in Q \ R1 and at most d1 vertices inQ \R2. Thus the number of edges in Q but not in T is at most qd2 + qd1 = s.This gives a 2-approximation when we compress T instead of Q.When q1 and q2 are not necessarily equal, we can de�ne Ĝ0 obtained fromĜ by making q2 copies of each vertex in Ĝ \R1 and q1 copies of each vertex inĜ \R2. Now Q gives a bi-clique Q0 in G0 with q1q2 = q2q1 = q vertices in eachside.



A maximal matching M 0 in the complement of Ĝ0 has at most d2q1 verticesin Q0\R01 and at most d1q2 vertices in Q0\R02. The vertices not inM 0 form a bi-clique T 0 in Ĝ0. The number of edges inQ0 but not in T 0 is at most qd2q1+qd1q2 =qs. We can add vertices to T 0 until the vertices not in T 0 form a minimal vertexcover in the complement of Ĝ0. Then T 0 will have either all or none of the q2copies of a vertex in R1, and either all or none of the q1 copies of a vertex in R2,so T 0 corresponds to a bi-clique T in Ĝ, and the number of edges in Q but notin T is at most s.We may thus try all possible pairs of values q1; q2. Alternatively, we can�nd minimum instead of minimal vertex covers in the complement of Ĝ. For aparameter 0 < � < 1, assign weight � to the vertices in R1 and weight 1 � � tothe vertices in R2. We can �nd a collection of at most 1+min(jĜ\R1j; jĜ\R2j)weighted minimum vertex covers over all values of �, by a parametric ow [12].One of these weighted minimum vertex covers will correspond to q1=q2 = (1 ��)=�. utTheorem 13 Suppose r disjoint bi-cliques compress m to m=k. Then we can�nd at most n3 bi-cliques such that some r of them compress m to at most 3m=k.Theorem 14 Suppose r disjoint bi-cliques compress m to m=k. Then we can�nd a compression from m to at most 3mk (1 + log k3 ).Consider a solution involving some l compressed bi-cliques Hi, such thateach Hi intersects at most r other Hi, for constant r. Suppose this solution hascompression factor k. We de�ne sectors so that two vertices in the same Rp(p = 1; 2) are in the same sector if and only if the set of Hi to which they belongis the same. The number of sectors within a bi-clique Hi and in the same Rp isat most s for some s � 2r. We de�ne an associated graph whose vertices are thesectors Sj , where two sectors are adjacent if they belong to the same clique Hifor some i and they are in di�erent Rp. The max-degree in the associated graphis d � rs.Theorem 15 There is a constant c such that we can �nd a collection of at mostnd+2 bi-cliques containing a subcollection of at most ls2 bi-cliques that achievecompression factor at least pk=(cd4).Theorem 16 follows from Theorem 15 by the algorithm of Theorem 1.Theorem 16 We can �nd a collection of bi-cliques achieving compression factorpkcd4 log k .6 Hardness of approximationWe establish the following result and its corollary.



Theorem 17 Finding an ( r4+logp n)-approximation for the unit weight compres-sion problem, on instances with n2 vertices and optimum compression factor atmost n, is as hard as �nding an independent set of size n=rp in a p-colorablegraph with n vertices, where r, p may depend on n.Proof Sketch: Let G be a p-colorable graph where we wish to �nd an inde-pendent set of size n=rp. We assume n = pq, where p and q are prime numbers.We de�ne a graph H with n2 vertices of the form (x; y; z), where 0 � x < n,0 � y < p, and 0 � z < q. We view x; y; z as integers modulo n; p; q respectively.The graph H has all the edges between two vertices (x; y; z) and (x0; y0; z0)such that x 6= x0 and y 6= y0. The number of such edges is M1 = n(n �1)p(p � 1)q2=2. In addition, H has all the edges between two vertices (x; y; z)and (x0; y; z) such that x 6= x0 and (x; x0) is not an edge in G. The number ofsuch edges is at most M2 = n(n � 1)pq=2.We exhibit a compression of H, using the fact that G is p-colorable. We shallnot compress the M2 edges, although these edges may belong to compressedcliques. Note that M2 � 1(p�1)qM1.Let R be the clique consisting of the n vertices (x; y; 0) such that vertex xin G has color y in the p-coloring. For 0 � i < p, 1 < j < p, and 0 � k; l < q,let Rijkl be the clique consisting of the n vertices (x; i + jy; k + ly) such that(x; y; 0) is in R. These p(p � 1)q2 cliques compress all the edges between twovertices (x; y; z) and (x0; y0; z0) with x 6= x0 and y 6= y0 and such that x and x0have di�erent colors in the p-coloring, and introduce np(p� 1)q2 � 2n�1M1 newedges.It remains to compress the edges between two vertices (x; y; z) and (x0; y0; z0)with x 6= x0 and y 6= y0 and such that x and x0 have the same color d in thep-coloring. Let sd be the number of vertices of color d, so that P0�d<p sd = n.There exist dlogp sde p-colorings of the sd vertices such that every pair of distinctvertices among the sd vertices gets di�erent colors in at least one such p-coloring.Using the previous argument, we �nd p(p � 1)q2dlogp sde cliques of size sd forthe vertices (x; y; z) with x of color d. The number of new edges introduced isPd sdp(p � 1)q2dlogp sde � np(p� 1)q2dlogp ne � 2dlogp nen�1 M1: Thus, we have acompression factor k such that 1k � 1(p�1)q + 2n�1+ 2dlogp nen�1 � 6+2 logp nn�1 : Supposewe can �nd a compression of H with compression factor l. Then the compressionincludes a clique with s vertices in H such that (s � 1)=2 � l. This clique givesis a p-coloring of s vertices of G, and hence an independent set of size at leasts=p in G. If this independent set is of size smaller than n=rp, then s � n=p andl � n=2r � (4+logp nr )k. utFeige and Kilian [11] prove that chromatic number is hard to approximatewithin factor n1�� for any constant � > 0, unless NP=ZPP. This implies that itis also hard to �nd an independent set of size n�p for any constant � > 0, where pis the chromatic number of the graph; otherwise we could repeatedly select largeindependent sets and get a coloring with pn1�� logn colors. Since the graphs inthe preceding theorem have size n2, setting r = n1�� gives the following.
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